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This is a great example of how 
a website should be done. This 
web site prints out to be about 
10 pages for $360 a year or $90/
quarter. We offer websites 
from $160/year. 

This issues featured website

J&L Boykins

See you Feb 15-17, 
2013

At the Pheasantfest 
in Minneapolis 

Booth 1336

J & L Boykin Spaniels: We 
have been breeding Boykins for 
over 25 years. The Boykin Span-
iel is a highly versatile hunting 
dog with a big heart and light 
spirit. This little brown dog 
can truly be your best friend 
whether in the duck marsh, 
pheasant fields or by the home 
fires. Our dogs hunt in many 
sanctioned tournaments and 
run against many other breeds 
and prove their hunting ability. 
For information about our dogs 
or upcoming litters and train-
ing tips, or if you just want to 
talk about the little brown dogs, 
please call Please call to inquire 
about our pups and also about 
our upcoming litters due this 

spring and summer. 
Our cell number is 
612-759-8139 and 
home 715-796-5251

Jan or Larry 
Hinchman, Ham-
mond, WI 

715-796-5251

jlhinch@centu-
rytel.net
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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the October/November 2012 issue of Bird Dog & Retriever News. 
Thanks to our advertisers and readers.  Life has been busy this issue is a month or 
so late, but we should be back on track now.  This issue is 126 pages, about double 
what we used to charge for.

So what do we have in this issue?  We have a book:  A Dog For All Seasons The 
Labrador Retriever Edited by Joe Arnette, it is a series of articles about Labs. We also 
offer: Have Ducks The Power Of Scent? Ray P. Holland, it’s a waterfowl book.

The featured breeder is Rosemary Sexton of Realta Irish Water Spaniel Kennels 
of Zimmerman, MN. I met her running her Irish Water Spaniels at the Master Hunt 
Test field on Kelly Farms just north of he Twin Cities. If you are looking for am in-
teresting waterfowl dog she’s a great one to contact.

Are you looking for your first or next dog the read Remember Me by Loyde 
Childs. Our featured website breeder is Larry Hinchman with his Boykins east of 
the twin cities. We have some great new products for you to look at.  If you are left 
eye dominant you should read The Case of the Reluctant Eye by Bill Hanus

We also have some great news from the AKC, Enemy & friendly camp and the 
state news.  Our calendars this issue includes gun shows, dog shows, agility, field 
trial & hunt tests.

Hopefully we’ll have the Dec/Jan issue out in a few weeks and be back current 
on calendar.

See you at the shows & in the field.

Dennis Guldan 
Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News
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What’s New

Pet Tracker 
Everything you need to get 
started with GPS location 
and activity tracking for 
your pet. It’s a simple and 
efficient way to help you 
keep your dog safe and 
healthy. Order now and 
we’ll send you the peace 
of mind you’re looking for.

Includes 3 months of 
service. After 3 months, 
you will be charged 
$7.95 per month.  You 
can cancel at any time.
The Pet Tracker is a perfect 
solution to help ensure 
that your pets are safe and 
healthy. If your pets aren’t 
where they’re supposed to 
be or not getting the vet-
recommended amount 
of exercise, you’ll know.

$99.95
www.pettracker.

com

FireStarters 
No More Taste of Light-
er Fluid in Your Food!
Grate Chef® Fire Starters 
are packets of unique-
ly developed material 
that burns hot and clean 
with no harmful toxins.
 Burns at 1,500 degrees 
for about 10 minutes
 Start charcoal, 
wood, campfires, etc. 
with a single packet
 Burns clean with no smell
 Safe for transport, will not 
self-combust like other 
petroleum-based starters
Simple to use, just place 
the packet under char-
coal, wood, etc and light 
one corner to ignite.

$8.99
www.gratechef.

com

Smart Belt
The SPIbelt™ will ex-
pand to hold any smart 
phone, keys, cash, credit 
cards, and even a pass-
port. The SPIbelt™ is ideal 
for fitness, travel, medical 
needs, and so much more. 
The SPIbelt™ is sleek, se-
cure, and does not bounce.
Product Features:
 Will not bounce.
 Expandable, secure, 
low-profile pocket.
 Comfortable, soft elas-
tic prevents chaffing.
 Sturdy buckle and glides for 
even the most active users.
Fits waist size 
25” through 50”.
Proudly made in 
Austin, Texas.

$19.99
www.spibelt.

com
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Mens Shoes

Adventure anytime and 
anywhere in this active, 
athletic, and incredibly 
comfortable shoe built 
on the supportive LU-
VSEAT™ platform. Ad-
venture-on in this col-
orful multi-sport shoe, 
built with synthetic and 
mesh uppers for breath-
ability. Made from 25% 
recycled rubber, our 
proprietary EcoTread™ 
sole merges high-trac-
tion with eco-function.
• Mesh and syn-
thetic leather upper.
• LUVSEAT™ 
XO3 platform.
• Lace-up fit.
• EcoTread™ recycled rub-
ber, non-marking outsole.

$110
www.chacos.com

T Shirt
Revenge Is

Made in the USA from 
a 50/50 blend of recy-
cled plastic bottles (RPET) 
and organic cotton, print-
ed with water-based inks. 
What’s the deal with the 
charities? How much 
money do you donate?

First: the deal with charities? 
They are awesome! Second: 
we donate 5% of a tee-shirt’s 
net sales revenue to a charity 
that supports whichever issue 
was highlighted in the design. 
That means if you buy an en-
dangered species tee, we do-
nate to an endangered species 
charity, or if you buy from our 
“eat your veggies” line, we 
donate to charities working 
to promote healthy living. It’s 
win-win: you show off your 
support for a cause you believe 
in and we donate to a charity.

$38
www.Revengeis.com

Air Harness 
As any dog owner will tell 
you, many dogs pull and a 
harness takes pressure off 
the dog’s neck as the con-
nection to the dog’s harness 
is closer to the dog’s center 
of gravity rather than hav-
ing the dog only attached at 
the collar. Many dog trainers 
and competitors, as well as 
pet owners, use and recom-
mend the use of harnesses.

A collar, while it can look 
very nice on the dog and is 
ideal for hanging its ID tag, 
can also put pressure on the 
neck and wind pipe of the 
dog and can encourage him 
or her to pull on the lead. By 
walking the dog on a har-
ness it takes that pressure 
off the neck and can help 
stop dogs pulling and cut 
down on lead frustration.

$34.99
www.spiffydog.com
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Guns

While a dominant left eye 
is an annoyance to any right-
handed shooter, the curse falls 
especially hard on the bird-
hunter. A pistol shooter just has 
to use a two-hand hold -- the 
dominant left eye takes over 
-- and he's in the black without 
any fuss or bother. The same 
with a scoped rifle, which can 
be shot effectively with either 
eye since the opposite eye is 
excluded in the sighting pro-
cess. But with wing shooting 
there is no way around the fact 
that a shooter with a dominant 
left eye is going to shoot three 
feet to the left of the bird. Or is 
there?

A dominant eye is easy to 
diagnose on the skeet field be-
cause a guy with this problem 
will break all the birds from 
the low house because they go 
from right to left -- because he 
has a three foot lead built into 
every shot. He misses all the 
high house birds going from left 
to right because he's shooting 
three feet behind these guys. 
The problem is identified. How-
ever, lots of folks have given up 
on birdhunting because they 

think they just "poor shots" -- 
when in point of fact they have 
a dominant or master left eye. 
There are special rewards for 
birdhunters who help children, 
spouses and friends to over-
come this handicap. Here's how 
you can earn yours . . .

The crossover stock -- a 
doglegged affair that is mount-
ed on the right-hand shoulder 
but sighted with the left eye. 
It's probably as old as shotgun 
shooting. They are costly, hard 
to fit and not commonly avail-
able -- but they allow the right-
handed shooter to cope with a 
dominant left eye situation.

 Older English gun catalogs 
occasionally mention the avail-
ability of crossover stocks for 
made-to-order shotguns. When 
the legendary John Amber 
-- longtime editor of GUN DI-
GEST fame -- lost the eyesight 
of his dominant right eye, he 
had a gun fitted with a cross-
over stock to make use of his 
left eye.

 Don't fight, just switch 
Two immediate solutions 

suggest themselves when faced 
with a dominant left eye. The 
first and obvious one is to move 
the whole shooting operation to 
the left side. This seems to work 
okay in some target shooting 
situations, where you have time 
in advance to place your feet 
correctly, mount the gun and 
adjust the brain to the changed 
stance. However in hunting 
situations where instinctive 
moves are a major part of the 
game, this doesn't always work 
out well.

 Obstruct the left eye 
and force the right eye to 

work harder 
Yes, you can don a pirate 

patch or insert a piece of card-
board in your shooting glasses 
to over the left lens. This works 
-- but your depth perception 
is shot. Okay for going-away 
pheasants maybe, but a bum-
mer trying to guess the distance 
and lead when pass-shoot-
ing doves. Experienced target 
shooters use a small "dot" of 
electrian's or translucent tape 
to blur the left eye's view of the 
front sight but still get some 
feedback for distance and lead 
judgments.

 An interesting variation of 
another way to trick a domi-
nant eye was discovered with 
the popularity of the light pipe 
front sights -- the kind that 
put a fluorescent dot in the 
target area. The way some are 
installed, they are visible to 
only the right eye. So for the 
shooter trying to shoot right-

The Case of the Reluctant Eye
The never-ending search for solutions to the 

dominant left eye/right-handed shooter dilemma 
continues.

By Bill Hanus
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handed with a dominant left 
eye, only his right eye gets the 
hot dot, hence the message that 
he's got the gun pointed in the 
target area. Both eyes have been 
operative in making the mental 
calculations on distance and 
lead so the shooter has at least 
a sporting chance. The caveat 
here is that there is a tendency 
for the right eye to watch the 
bright front sight instead of the 
bird. This requires tight mental 
discipline at a time when every-
thing else is at sixes and sevens.

 There's an inexpensive 
($12.95) commercial product 
called a Sight-Blinder Crossfire 
Reducer -- the name says it all 
-- which, when mounted on 
the ventilated rib of a shotgun, 
shields the view of the front 
sight from the left eye and, as 
a bonus, gives the right eye a 
warning signal if the head is 
lifted off the stock. Phone or Fax 
434/589-5541 or visit meadow-
industries.com.

 Coping with a dominant 
eye problem ultimately seems 
to boil down to curbing the left 
eye's ability to interfere with 
the right eye's sighting pro-
cess; or adapting the left eye's 
dominance to a right-handed 
shooting style. There are no 
quick and easy solutions. Some 
things work for some shooters, 
but not for others.

 Those of us who don't have 
a dominant eye problem, usu-
ally don't even remember what 
the front sight looks like -- so 
it's hard for us to imagine the 
difficulties faced by folks who 
must focus on it. What seems 

to most of us to be 
a perfectly natural 
function requires 
concentration and 
tenacity in others. 
As K.C. Constantine 
remarks in Cranks 
and Shadows:
 ". . . everybody 

talks talent. 
But give me 

tenacity.
 Tenacity beats 

talent every 
time."

 If you can't beat them, join 
them

 One old timer, who claimed 
he was "too set in his ways to 
monkey around" -- went back 
to his workshop and attached 
an arm extending four inches 
to the left of the muzzle. He 
installed a new front sight at 
the end of the arm, the same 
height as his over/under's. It 
enabled him to shoot using 
his dominant left eye while 
mounting the gun on his right 
shoulder. Looked kind of Rube 
Goldbergish, but the laughter 
died down when he came close 
to limiting out on opening day. 
TENACITY! 

Bill Hanus hails from New-
port, OR his website is hwww.
billhanusbirdguns.com


